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Abstract—In this paper,we consider the nonlinear 
eigenvalue problems  
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where 0 , )),0[),1,0C(( a , )),0[),1,0(C( h , 
and there exist )1,0(0 t , such that 0)( 0 th . 
)),0[),,0([ Cf , 0,0)(,0)0(  ssff . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
  The first-order periodic boundary value problems play a 
very important role in many aspects. such as economy, 
finance, insurance, population structure and so on. Therefore, 
the existence of positive solutions is widely concerned by 
many scholars at home and abroad, and many rich and 
profound results have been obtained
]10-1[
. For example, the 
behavior of animal blood red blood cells, the survival 
competition between the two populations and the frequency 
of the circuit signals can be depicted by the first order 
periodic boundary value problem   
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with parameters.  
In particular, Peng
]1[
 uses fixed point theorems on cone 
to study the following questions 
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Where as ,0T nonlinear term ),),0(( RRTCf  , 
The main results are as follows: 
Theorem A. Assume that there exists a positive number 
0M ,such that 0),(  xtfMx  for 0x , Jt .If  
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then,  PBVP )2.1( has at least one positive solution. 
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 Tisdell
]2[
 uses Leray-Schauder degree and fixed point 
theory to discuss the first order periodic differential system  
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Thus, we obtain some sufficient conditions for the existence 
of positive solutions of )3.1( . 
Inspired by the above literatures, we use the Dancer’s 
bifurcation to study the global structure of positive solutions 
for following periodic boundary value problems 
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We make the following assumptions: 
)1(H )),0[),1,0(C( h is continuous, and there exist 
)1,0(0 t , such that 0)( 0 th  ; 
)2(H  )),0[),,0([ Cf , 0,0)(,0)0(  ssff ; 
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The main results of the present paper are as follows: 
Theorem 1.1. Let )1(H - )5(H hold. Let 
})1()0(]1,0[{ uuCuE  .Let be the closure of the 
set of positive solutions for )4.1(  in E .  
)(a If 0f ,then there exists a sub-continuum  of  
with )0,0( and 
),0[Pr Roj . 
)(b If )(0,f , then there exists a sub-continuum  of  
with )0,0( and 
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)(c If f , then there exists a sub-continuum  of  
 with )0,0( , RojPr is a bounded closed interval, 
and  approaches ),0(  as u . 
Theorem 1.2.Let )1(H - )5(H hold. 
)(d If 0f ,then )4.1( has at least one positive solution 
for ),0(  . 
)(e If )(0,f , then )4.1( has at least one positive 
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solution for ),0( 1
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)( f If f , then )4.1( has at least one positive solution 
for ),0( * . 
II. SUPERIOR LIMIT AND COMPONENT 
]1,0[CY  is a Banach space, }[0,1] t0,u(t)Y{u K . 
The norm in ]1,0[C is defined as follows 
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Denote the cone P in Y by 
)}1,0(,)({  tutuYuP  . 
Define an operator YPT : by, 
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Definition 2.1. Let Y be a Banach space and 
},2,1{ nCn be a family of subsets of Y . Then the 
superior limit D  of }{ nC  is defined by 
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Definition 2.2. A component of a set M  is meant a maximal 
connected subset of M . 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that Y  is a compact metric space, 
A and B  are non-intersecting closed subsets of Y ,and no 
component of intersects both A and B  . Then there exist two 
disjoint compact subsets AX  and BX , such 
that BA XXY  , AXA , BXB  . 
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be a Banach space, and let }{ nC be a 
family of connected subsets ofY  , Assume that  
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where 
R}X{x  xBR . 
Then there exists an unbounded component C  in D  
and Cz *  . 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that )1(H  hold. Then PPT :  is 
completely continuous. 
Lemma2.6.   Let )2()1( HH  hold. Let 
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Lemma   2.7.  Let )1(H  hold, and let )(Tr  be the spectral 
radius of T . Then 0)( Tr  , and )(Tr is a simple 
eigenvalue with an eigenfunction eKint  and there is no 
other eigenvalue with a positive eigenfunction. 
Lemma   2.8.  Let )1(H hold , and let )(Tr be the spectral 
radius of T . Then
)(
1
1
Tr
：  is a simple eigenvalue with an 
eigenfunction eKint  and there is the unique eigenvalue 
with an eigenfunction eKint and there is no other 
eigenvalue with a positive eigenfunction.  
III. EIGENVALUE WITH A POSITIVE EIGENFUNCTION 
Denote ]1,0[,1)(  tte , and let  

0
]1,1[



eY , ]}1,1[,0inf{   xx e . 
Set  
}0{   someforexKxKYK ee . 
Then  
)1(a eK is a normal cone of eY with nonempty interior; 
)2(a ),(
ee
Y  is a Banach space and continuously imbedding 
in ),( Y  . 
Notice also that an eYx  is in eKint the interior of eK in 
eY if and only if ex   for some 0  . 
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IV. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
To prove the main result , we define ),0[),0[:)(][ sf n   
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and accordingly, (b) hold. )(c can be deduced directly 
from the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem and the definition of
][ng  . 
Therefore , the superior limit of }{ ][nC  , i. e. D , contains an 
unbounded connected component C  with C)0,0(  . 
  (a) 0f . In the case, we show that ),0[Pr CojR  . 
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  Set kkk ytytv /)()(   . Then 1kv .  
  Now , choosing a subsequence and relabelling if necessary, 
it follows that there exists ECv  ],0[),( 0**  with  
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And subsequently , 0)(* tv  for ]1,0[t  . This 
contradicts )5.4( . Therefore  
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Now by the same method used to prove [6,Theorem 5.1], we 
may prove that C  joins )0,0(  with ),( 1 
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If }{ ky is bounded, say, 1Myk  for some 1M  
depending not on k , the we may assume that  
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By condition )1(H , there exist some 10   such 
that 0)( th for ],[ t  .So there exists a 
constant 02 M  , such that  
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From[3,Theorem 6.1], we deduced that must change its sign 
on ],[   if k is large enough. This is a contradiction. Hence 
}{ ky is unbounded. 
   Now , taking Cykk )},{(  be such that  
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Suppose on the contrary that , choosing a subsequence and 
rebelling if necessary, 
0bk  for some constant 00 b  . 
Then we have from )9.4( ky  
To apply the nonlinear Krein-Rutman Theorem, we 
extend f  to an odd function RRg :  by  
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Similarly we may extend
][nf  to an odd function 
RRg n :][ for each Nn .  
  Now let us consider the auxiliary family of the equations 
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As a bifurcation problem from the trivial solution 0u  .  
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Further we note that )())](()([ ][1 uouhL n   for 
u near 0  in E  . 
   By Lemma 7.2  and the fact 0)( 0
][ ng  , the results of 
nonlinear Krein-Rutman Theorem can be stated as follows: 
there exists a continuum
][nC  of positive solutions of )1.4(  
joining to infinity in . Moreover, )0,)/(( 0
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1
ng  is the only 
positive bifurcation point of )1.4(  lying on trivial solutions 
line 0u  .  
Proof of Theorem 1.1  Let us verify that }{ ][nC  satisfies all 
of the conditions of Lemma 2.4  . Since 
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for every fixed constant }1,min{0 00 tt   .Thus , we 
have from )8.4( and[3,Theorem 6.1] that ky  must change its 
sign on ],[ 11   if k  is large enough . This is a contradiction. 
Therefore 0lim 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2  )(a  and )(b  are immediate 
consequences of Theorem )(1.1 a  and )(b  , respectively. 
To prove )(c  , we rewrite )4.1(  to  
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Then for ),0( r  and ru  , uuT   .This 
means that  
  },0),0(),{( ruKuKu r ：
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By Lemma 2.5  and Theorem 1.1 , it follows that is also an 
unbounded component joining )0,0( and ),0[   
in Y),0[  .Thus, )10.4(  implies that for 
),0( r , )4.1( has at least two positive solutions. 
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